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ABSTRACT —  In this paper, we present a novel dynamic clustering algorithm that efficiently 

deals with data streams and achieves several important properties which are not generally found 

together in the same algorithm. The dynamic clustering algorithm operates online in two 

different time-scale stages, a fast distance based stage that generates micro-clusters and a 

density-based stage that groups the micro-clusters according to their density and generates the 

final clusters. The algorithm achieves novelty detection and concept drift thanks to a forgetting 

function that allows micro-clusters and final clusters to appear, drift, merge, split or disappear. 

The outlier identification is made in a natural way using micro-clusters density. This algorithm 

has been designed to be able to detect complex patterns even in multi-density distributions and 

making no assumption of cluster convexity. The performance of the dynamic clustering 

algorithm is assessed theoretically through complexity analysis and empirically through a set of 

experiments that compare the algorithm with other algorithms of the literature on popular data 

sets that have interesting characteristics regarding the emergence, disappearance and movement 

of clusters as well as multi-density, non-convexity and noise.  

KEYWORDS — Dynamic clustering, incremental learning, online learning, multi-density, non-

convex data sets. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION:  

With computer storage capacities of 

today, massive historical data can be 

recorded and stored in all the socioeconomic 

domains: engineering, environment, finance, 

etc. The cloud also brings an enormously 

cost-effective way to increase storage. 

Hence, huge amounts of data, arising from 

various sources, are collected and they are 

available for further analysis. Data can 

indeed be a tremendous source of 

information and knowledge if it is mined in 

a smart way. Machine learning, an essential 

ingredient in the data mining field, currently  

 

 

face new challenges, in particular, 

building classification techniques able to 

handle complex data sets and scaling to big 

data. Classification algorithms typically 

include two phases: a training phase that 

makes use of a training data set to generate a 

set of classes considered as the model and a 

recognition phase that uses the model to 

assign the new objects to one of the classes. 

The training phase may be supervised if the 

training data set is labeled, i.e. expertise of 

the domain has allowed labeling each object 

of this set. In this case, the training phase 
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aims at defining the shape of the classes 

corresponding to the different concepts 

existing in the labels and one refers N. 
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Colombia. ´ to supervised classification. 

However, data mining and knowledge 

discovery generally require unsupervised 

classification schemes as the concepts of the 

domain may not even be (all) known a 

priori. In this case, also known as clustering, 

the training phase works by grouping the 

objects according to some predefined 

criteria. Every cluster is then interpreted as a 

class for which a concept can be assigned 

afterwards by an expert. 

 

II. TWO STAGES DYNAMIC 

CLUSTERING:  

This paper uses the two stages 

distance- and density-based clustering 

approach proposed in [14] modified to be 

able to discover clusters of different 

densities. In our proposal both stages work 

on-line, but operate at different time scales. 

In addition, µ-clusters of similar densities 

can form clusters of any shape and any size. 

This multi-density feature allows the 

detection of novelty behavior in its early 

stages when only a few objects giving 

evidence of this evolution are present. The 

first stage operates at the rate of the data 

stream and creates µ-clusters putting 

together data samples that are close, in the 

sense of a given distance, to each other. µ-

clusters are stored in the form of 

summarized representations including 

statistical and temporal information. The 

second stage takes place once each tslow 

seconds and analyses the distribution of µ-

clusters. The density of a µcluster is 

considered as low, medium or high and is 

used to create the final clusters by a density 

based approach, i.e. dense µ-clusters that are 

close enough (connected) are said to belong 

to the same cluster. Similarly to [13], a 

cluster is defined as the group of connected 

µ-clusters where every inside µ-cluster 

presents high density and every outside 

µcluster exhibits either medium or low 

density. The above dense µ-cluster structure 

allows the algorithm to create clusters of 

non convex shapes even in high dimensional 

spaces and it has proved outliers rejection 

capabilities in evolving environments ([12], 

[14]). 
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III. ASSESSING THE PROPERTIES 

AND PERFORMANCE OF THE 

ALGORITHM: 

 In this section the algorithm is 

analyzed, then tested and compared to other 

known algorithms to assess its performance. 

A. Complexity Analysis Since the algorithm 

has two stages that work independently; its 

complexity can be evaluated independently 

for the two stages. The complexity of the 

distance-based stage is O (dM) for each 

incoming d-dimensional object, where M is 

the number of µ-clusters. Since the 

algorithm is incremental, in general M << n, 

n being the number of elements to cluster, 

which leads us to a global complexity of O 

(n). It is worth noticing that in the 

exceptional case of small high dimensional 

datasets with sparse distributions, the 

inequalities M << n and d << n do not stand 

any more. In consequence, in these 

exceptional cases, the complexity becomes 

O 

 

Two noisy data sets were evaluated named 

concentric circles and moons. In each data 

set 1500 samples were considered. These 

data sets were generated using the scikit-

learn.dataset module. The distributions are 

time invariant. In consequence, the 

forgetting process of our algorithm µ-

clusters is disabled for this test. 1 The results 

of the tests for the concentric circles data set 

can be seen in Figure 3 and for the moons 

data set in Figure 4. In the figures the cluster 

centers found by MBK-m and AP are drawn 

as colored circles for illustrative purposes as 

well as our algorithm Dµ-clusters (colored 

squares). MBK-m, AC and BIRCH require 

the number of clusters as an initial 

parameter but even with this information, 

MBK-m and BIRCH are not able to cluster 

these non convex sets properly. AP does not 

perform well at all in these distributions. 

Moreover, it creates a high number of 

clusters. Our algorithm is able to detect non 

convex distributions as well as DBSCAN 

does, since they are both density based. 

Nevertheless, the test shows that our 

algorithm rejects more outliers than 

DBSCAN. 2) Robust path based clustering: 

Figure 5 shows the three spirals distribution 

used in [18]. In the centre of each spiral, 

samples are more abundant and then they 

become sparser as spirals grow out. This 

kind of distribution is path based and it is 

particularly difficult to handle for clustering 

algorithms only based on distance or only 

based on density. Since our algorithm uses 

both, distance and density it can overcome 

this kind of challenge. It indeed achieves 

results comparable to those of the original 
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article presented by Chang and Yeung [18] 

obtained with their robust path-based 

spectral clustering method as can be seen in 

Figure 5 

 

 

 

The multi-density scheme that we propose 

helps to better shape clusters that share 

frontiers. Figure 7 shows that cluster borders 

are better shape in our results (right) that in 

the original results of [20] (left). To achieve 

this, our algorithm finds all possible clusters, 

and then it analyzes every µ-cluster in the 

border of the clusters. These µ-clusters are 

assigned to the connected cluster that has the 

most similar average density. In that way 

clusters frontiers can be precisely drawn 

which is key in highly overlapping 

distributions? 

 

Snapshots showing the distribution of µ-

clusters (little boxes) and clusters (same 

color) found by our algorithm at several 

time instants are depicted in Figure 9. It can 

be seen how clusters evolution is tracked 

thanks to the drift of some of the existent µ-

clusters and to the creation of new µ-

clusters. Growth in the amount of clusters is 

particularly visible between snapshots one 

and two, and again between snapshots two 

and three. Oµ-clusters are represented as 

gray boxes. 
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IV. DISCUSSION: 

 The toy data sets and the generated 

concept drift data set were selected upon 

their ability to show complex problems that 

may arise in real life. Path based clustering, 

for example, recreates the intuitive 

reasoning that two objects should be 

assigned to the same cluster if they can be 

connected by a mediating path of objects. 

However, in the best of our knowledge path 

based clustering is not achieved in dynamic 

clustering algorithms (stream based or not). 

The clustering aggregation problem and the 

multi-density problem test the ability of 

clustering overlapping distributions in which 

densities may vary, as is the case of 

industrial processes where samples of 

normal behavior will be more frequent that 

samples of faulty behavior. Quick detection 

of faulty behavior and drift of the normal 

state are also essential. To test concept drift, 

an artificial data set was created because, as 

stated in [21] and [22], an influential 

problem in most of the real-world data sets 

is that concept drift manifest over very long 

periods of time and hence results in huge 

data sets that are not freely available. For the 

test shown in the previous section, the 

forgetting processes were disabled in the 

static data sets, thus, only the concept drift 

experiment was subject to this process. We 

have shown that our algorithm can deal with 

these complex problems and in this section 

we also show that well known stream 

algorithms cannot handle them. We used the 

implementations of Clustream [10] and 

DenStream [12] available in the Massive 

online analysis open source framework [23]. 

 

 

DenStream, on the other hand, does not mix 

elements of several classes, but it creates 32 

clusters putting apart samples of the same. 

The second scenario is the one giving the 

same importance to all the samples, this 

scenario was also the test scenario for our 

algorithm. Clustering results of CluStream 

and DenStream for this scenario are shown 

in the bottom of Figure 10. We can see that 

both algorithms fail again in finding the 

correct clustering. DenStream results do not 

change between both scenarios. Table I 

summarizes the clustering results for the 

tested algorithms. As second example, we 

analyze the streaming algorithm results in 

the case of multi-density distributions. 

CluStream and DenStream results for the 

test case introduced in [20] are shown in 

figure 11. Once again the tested algorithms 
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fail to detect the data classes correctly. 

DenStream results are similar to those 

achieved by DBSCAN shown in Figure 2, 

that is, it can only detect the two denser 

classes. Even if in this example the target 

classes are convex sets, CluStream fails to 

correctly cluster them due mainly to the 

overlapping of the distributions. Table II 

summarize the clustering results. 

V. CONCLUSIONS: 

In this paper, a novel algorithm for 

dynamic clustering, its properties and 

performance have been explored. The 

performance of the algorithm is assessed 

theoretically through complexity analysis 

and empirically through a set of comparative 

experiments using popular data sets. The 

presented dynamic clustering method bases 

its structure on micro clusters allowing the 

handle of non-convex, multi-density 

clustering with outlier rejection even in 

highly overlapping situations. This approach 

to unsupervised learning implements a local-

density analysis that allows detecting rare, 

infrequent behaviors improving novelty 

detection. This is possible since, with only a 

few objects, new classes can be 

characterized and recognized. The algorithm 

was compared with several different 

clustering algorithms, both static and 

dynamic, and it has proved to achieve 

similar or better results than several of them, 

hence pushing forward the state of the art. 

Even more, this proposal has proved to 

exceed the performance of well-known 

distance-based and density-based streaming 

algorithms. The dynamic clustering 

approach presented in this paper has shown 

excellent results in presence of concept drift. 

Future works will include dynamic 

clustering of dependent and auto correlated 

time series, investigating a proper 

representation of temporal information, and 

achieving dynamic clustering of multiple 

time-scale changing patterns.  
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